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Introduction
Thank you for reading this white paper.

The main concept of the VUILÐERLAND project is "play with money, not billing".

Roughly speaking, this is a blockchain application development project for all human beings to play 
equally, safely and easily (and with all their might) under the complete self-management of funds in 
the completely anarcho-capitalism by cryptocurrency. 

It's unnatural for us to keep paying for digital data lottery in modern smartphone games, and for 
heavy users who are enthusiastic about games with a community and heat up the network to liven 
up the game. 

We feel that cryptocurrencies have the potential to solve these problems, but there are few 
groundbreaking projects to solve them.

Certainly, there are already as many cryptocurrencies (tokens) as there are stars around the world 
for various purposes such as games, gambling, shopping, and communities...,but a project that still 
closely related to people's lives or make people enthusiastic has not been released.

a world with many such projects would be ideal, but most project applications either don't exist or 
are useless.



In that situation, we are finding significance for this project in the fields of "virtual world" and 
"casino".

And we are researching and developing tokens that are convenient in those areas, APIs that handle 
them, and wallets on a daily basis.

The name "VUILÐERLAND" is a coined word that is a combination of Virtual, Builder and Land, and Ð 
stands for "Ether", the key currency of this project.

In addition, we want to put "Japanese culture" at the root of this project, which is named after the 
traditional Japanese culture of land and crafts (CREATE & BUILD).

However, Japanese culture is not a completely original culture. You must understand that it is a mixed 
culture that incorporates all the wonderful elements of every country.

With these intentions in mind, the content we send out will sometimes be original and sometimes 
feature great content from the past.

And we named the currency we publish "VUIL TOKEN".

This "VUIL TOKEN" should be a unique token that uses homemade API and wallet and is as close to the 
Web system as possible.

Perhaps we will take an innovative trajectory that is different from traditional token projects (at 
least not in Japan).



However, it takes many funds to meet the Japanese cryptocurrency law, and since we are a very small 
project, we cannot pay funds to meet that law at this early stage.

Therefore, the project can only be started by creating a closed token economy as a measure to break 
through the Japanese legal barrier and expanding it in the future.

However, we are steadily recommending projects such as finishing the development of original tokens 
and original wallets that can handle Ethereum, Bitcoin, etc.

We will all members participate in the development, steadily move forward step by step, and proceed 
with the business in a muddy state.

Sure, we have little power, but we can make a lot of small efforts.

Besides, the small size of the startup can be covered by the results of the ICO.

With your help, we will be able to turn this ideal into reality in a shorter distance.

This white paper details our vision and technology.

So, I hope you read it to the end.

Thank you for your cooperation in VUILÐERLAND.
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First of all, this passage is indispensable when talking about the vision we are looking at.

"Play with funds [instead of charges]"

This is our main concept.
This passage have meaning that is "Let's get out of the old-fashioned waste cycle of just pouring 
money into the application provider, use funds (cryptocurrency), and create a world where you can 
live happily while getting rewards safely and easily" .

We advocate "omission of the agent process" as one of the roots of this wish.

The story that "cryptocurrency can omit the complicated agent process for remittance to overseas 
,with strong security" is often said when talking about blockchain, and in fact, when you use 
cryptocurrency, you can transfer money to overseas very easy.

And the word "omission of the agent process" does not only mean the elimination of the trouble of 
mediating remittances to overseas.

Concept

PLAY WITH FUNDS



For example, 30% margins paid by smartphone app developers to Apple and Google, and license fees 
paid by online casino operators. These are obviously too much friction.

And our concept is also to raise the issue of the "loot box", which is a source of problems all over the 
world. The essence of the modern mobile app "loot box" is the mysterious transaction of lending data 
on a company's server that is not officially owned by the user to the user who wins the "loot box" 
gambling. Users should be aware of this mystery as soon as possible, and mobile app providers should 
be supporting or rooting for our "PLAY WITH FUNDS" to improve this false common sense sooner than 
users are perceived it. 

Furthermore, we will provide various contents to users in order to realize this PLAY WITH FUNDS. At 
the moment, we are planning to put a lot of effort into the following three contents, and we already 
have released a wallet application to use their features smoothly.

・Virtual world

・Online (blockchain) casino

・Tools for business

From the next page we will explain these three contents.



Strategies for VUIL TOKEN
As mentioned above, we have the main concept of "play with funds, instead of billing".

There's a lot we have to do to make that happen, but we tell you three important things in our 
strategy to reach our goals.

Continuation of using Ethereum 
Our ICO will take place on the Ethereum platform and VUIL TOKEN will be distributed as Ethereum 
tokens.

Most of the ICOs executed on Ethereum so far are divided into "projects aiming to build a unique 
platform" and "projects that continue to operate on Ethereum", but many of the former are unique 
blocks after the ICO is completed. We spend a lot of time building a chain system. With some 
exceptions, they take a long time to reach the starting point, after the ICO.

And in the meantime, ICO participants will have to wait for the blockchain to be completed, which 
may or may not be completed. And most of them are not completed. There are many SCAMs that run 
away without the project building anything.



And most of the latter are small blockchain systems that have only crowdsale and ERC20 standard 
transfer features due to capacity restrictions when deploying contracts.

Our project is the latter in the sense that it will continue to operate on Ethereum, but of course 
there are benefits. By operating as an Ethereum token

・ Can be stored in the widely recognized Ethereum wallet
・ There are many participating nodes and they are distributed all over the world, so there is almost 
no risk of tampering.
・ Easy to develop

You can get benefits such as.



And how to build Ethereum tokens has already been discussed by many engineers, and many projects 
have adopted the ERC20 remittance standard, which has become the standard.

The tokens we distribute at the ICO have completed the ERC20 standard remittance and crowdsale 
features and the implementation of the smart contracts required for the system described in this 
white paper by adopting "ERC1538", a standard that can be mounted in an updatable and large 
capacity.

Therefore, once we have completed peripheral features such as APIs to easily handle smart contracts, 
users will be able to use our content immediately.

Also, basically, once the program is put up on the blockchain, it cannot be updated, but VUILÐERLAND 
can be updated by the mechanism of "ERC1538".

(We will eventually close the update feature to strengthen the decentralization of rights.)



Now, while using the Ethereum platform has the above-mentioned advantages, it requires a small 
amount of Ether as a remittance fee (that is, the user must always have a small amount of Ether) and 
lacks usability. It has characteristics.
We have started developing a money transfer API called Xagent to maintain usability while benefiting 
from Ethereum's "trust and convenience".
This API works with our own wallet system, and includes a standard called "ERC865" to bear GAS 
(Ether fee) instead of receiving a part of tokens sent by the user as a fee.

API for Etherless token transfer (Xagent API) 



It is a mechanism that the account owned by the Xagent system pays the user's fee and sends money 
on behalf of the user, and by using this, the user can send money without having Ether.

If you only hear this explanation, you may imagine that you will lose your currency due to 
unauthorized operation from the outside like Mt.GOX, coincheck, DAO, but don't worry about it.

The agent account cannot send money without the user's signature, and of course the user must sign 
in the browser to protect their private key.

The person who sends the money is the user, and the account and the mechanism to act for it are just 
a money transfer module.

We do not run an exchange, we are just a team that exposes APIs for trading.



Building token economy 
The API mentioned above is a very useful system, but it is a useless product if there is no place to 
use it.

Although we will explain the details on later pages, we will provide various contents to build our own 
token economy.

For example, we provide a stateless virtual world where we can use VUIL TOKEN and APIs we 
provide. This will be built on the blockchain as the center of the token economy . Users can have land 
in this world, have stores, trade items on the blockchain, and buy and sell real-world goods. There is 
a future in our vision that a virtual world where you can use this token stands at the center,and its 
existence is also linked to the real world.

You will be able to use VUIL TOKEN in various parts of the online world, and you can easily introduce 
VUIL TOKEN payment to your online shop.

Of course, this virtual world also has a DeFi features, so you can make a profit by lending tokens.

By constantly updating these features, we will continue and develop the VUIL TOKEN token 
economy.



In addition, we use off-chain technology to tackle Ethereum's scalability issues for these games and 
Xagent systems, such as projects such as raiden network and plasma.
By using these off-chain technologies and Xagent system, users will be able to play freely without 
worrying about fees.



Well, in the previous item, I focused on the problem of "loot box", but cryptocurrencies are very 
compatible with "currency system for games (or loot box)" which has great power in the modern 
mobile game market.
We will put a lot of effort into developing the virtual world "Vuilder Land" and the currency "VUIL 
TOKEN" for that world.

The land of this world is managed on the blockchain as a digital asset called NFT 
(non-fungible-token), which is guaranteed to be
the only one in the world. Currently, as a project to manage
the land of the game world with NFT, there are already
a lot of great projects like The Sandbox and Axie Infinity,
but you can buy land in this world as well.

This have some random elements, but they are
not as good or bad as loot box, and users pay a fixed price
for the land they want and buy the land.

Virtual world 

image by VoxelPlay Unity assets

About contents



By the way, our project does not plan to have a game-making feature like The Sandbox, but we will 
focus on developing VoxelEdit features like Minecraft, and this Vuilder Land world is built by Voxel (ie 
many cube).

Unfortunately, The Sandbox will also have that capabilities, which is already a trivial idea. But this 
project is by no means a degraded product of The Sandbox. We will create new value by incorporating 
and interweaving multiple plus alphas there. It should be a unique project that is closer to "life".

So what is that plus alpha? From here, I will introduce the world view of this virtual world and the 
features of this world.

World view
First of all, the goal of this virtual world is not an unrealistic fantasy space, but a kind of augmented 
reality. The purpose of the user is not the battle between users or the repulsion of enemy characters, 
but the development of the land.

Landless users first land on the center of the continent created by a formula called "Central." After 
that, if you will be have own land, we will recommend that you build their own city or home. Users 
never have to own land, but land is an important factor in this world. We explain for this.

The continents of this world are located in the center of a large ocean, surrounded by independent 
"islands".



It's not suitable for attracting unspecified users to your land, 
as the island can't be seen on the official MAP, but it's more 
affordable and more protects your privacy.

On the other hand, the closer the land is to the "central" on the
 continent, and the larger the land, the more likely it is to be 
noticed by the general public. And there, your city will be able 
to harvest a variety of crops, traders will appear in your city, 
they will get good food, and those events will have a big impact
 on the city's growth.

You will also need to know the importance of food.
You can self-procure food by letting the city's inhabitants farm 
and hunt. And new residents visit the city, attracted by the food.Of course, the factors for residents 
to visit the city are not limited to food.

If you build a hotel in the city, you will increase the number of residents visiting the city (of course 
you can build your own inorganic castle without welcoming any residents, procuring food). And Items 
such as crop seeds that can be obtained due to the development of the city will be able to be traded 
among users using VUIL TOKEN as the currency.
And users will often need VUIL TOKEN to live in this world, but there are many ways to get VUIL 
TOKEN. You can trade items as mentioned above, or you can help build other lands and reward other 
users. You may also have the chance to win prizes at official events.

the ocean that islands float 

a land 

the central 



It would also be great if, for example, start-up companies seeking investment could appear on the 
land and investors could benefit from the investment, and we will provide a lot of support for them. In 
this way, the city will continue to develop around VUIL TOKEN. Everything goes with your actions.

Free-moving characters
And there are essential elements to shape the city. It is a "character".

"Character business" is a part of our underlying Japanese culture. Of course, the champion of this 
business is Disney, but characters such as Goku, Naruto, Pokemon, and Hello Kitty have been born 
from Japan and are active all over the world.

In the game on Ethereum, the characters of CryptoKitties made 
the world enthusiastic.

Users can manipulate the characters that project themselves in 
this world and explore the world, but the characters of 
the inhabitants are not humans. It is an animal.

And most of them are real-world animals, ranging from lions, tigers,
 elephants, chihuahuas to golden retrievers. https://www.cryptokitties.co  

https://www.cryptokitties.co/


And they are free to move around with AI, search for livable lands, visit and live in your city, 
regardless of our intentions.

And if you find a favorite among the nomadic travelers who have visited your city, you can give them a 
resident card managed as an NFT.

They will be delighted to find a safe haven and will forever pledge allegiance to your land. For 
example, if you like dogs, you could turn your city into a dog paradise, or you can also use the 
character edit feature to create your beloved pet in this world and live quietly together.



City system specifications
Here, I will tell you about the system specifications of the city. As for the freedom of city planning, 
you can customize this city as you like with The Sandbox and Minecraft, and create the city you want. 
You are free to stack cubes to create your own land.

Of course, only you can build a city on your land. People other than you can enter the land, but only 
you can edit your land. This authority is guaranteed by the blockchain because the land exists as NFT.

But if you were syncing with the blockchain to edit a little land, you would consume huge sources and 
many users would go bankrupt. Therefore, synchronization with the blockchain can be performed at 
the user's favorite timing. You can publish a new city by synchronizing when the user wants to 
synchronize.

However, you can temporarily transfer the right to edit the land to another person. In that case, the 
blockchain synchronization will be executed by your approval at the time of synchronization with the 
blockchain. This allows you, for example, to ask a VoxEdit professional to build the city.

Also, it is not just the land that can be owned. Just like this reality, you can give your home 
ownership. If you build the house you want to build, attach your nameplate and close the door, no 
other inhabitants will ever enter it. So are the homes of other residents. If you attach the nameplate 
of the inhabitant to the house, the house where only the inhabitant lives is completed. Residents will 
be happy too.



A mystery scattered around the world
Finally, we must tell you about the mysteries scattered around the world.

This world is a craft game where each user has their own land, and it is also an open world adventure 
game.
There are many mysteries behind the inhabitants who spend their time calmly without knowing 
anything, and there may be a story that approaches the other side of this world.

Various events will be prepared in various places in the virtual world, centering on "Central", the city 
where landless users first land.

These events are just a bonus, so it's up to the user to proceed or not.
You don't get important rewards for your users, I hope you all enjoy it.



In the "online casino" industry, there are organizations that review the system in more than 10 
countries, and by passing the review, you can obtain a license (and confidence). (But in Japan, such 
businesses are prohibited, and even if we obtain an overseas license, we cannot operate an online 
casino in the country.)

It is common knowledge in the world before the birth of blockchain that when a gambling provider 
obtains a rigorous (expensive license issuance fee) license, the provider gains some confidence from 
the user. can.

Certainly in the pre-blockchain world, this "license management for confidence" may be necessary, but 
how credible are the licenses reviewed, managed and distributed by a single organization? Is it? Even 
if it is a truly reliable organization, we have no way of seeing what is inside or what is happening.

In addition, service providers will have to reduce the return rate to users in slots etc. in order to pay 
this high license fee, and consumers will have to bear the burden to secure the profits of the 
operators. But, there are casinos that can protect these two points: confidence and a high level of 
return rate.

It is a stateless and transparent casino to anyone in the world, that is, a blockchain casino.

It's a completely different value than traditional casinos, but this casino has no nationality, 

Online casino



and it’s fully automated by user interaction, and requires no costs other than rewards for miners. On 
top of that, we can rest assured that everyone, not the mysterious license administrator, will monitor 
the movement of currencies on the system.

While blockchain is good at preventing tampering, it also has the disadvantage that it is not suitable 
for holding large amounts of data or confidential information.

However, this personality of "statelessness and being monitored by miners" can be a great advantage 
over the point of "not being interfered by the law and removing license management for confidence".



And in such a situation, we consider Japan as a big target.
You can't enjoy a lot of gambling in Japan, but among them, "pachinko" and "slots" are very popular 
regardless of age or gender.
The global casino market is 18 trillion yen, while the Japanese pachinko / slot market is said to be 19 
trillion yen (as of 2018). You can see how much Japanese people like gambling.

Therefore, we are having a view that many enthusiastic Japanese will play blockchain casinos,
We would like to include pachinko and slots, which are popular in Japan, in the blockchain.
(Of course, we only develop, it is the blockchain itself that operates the casino)
We never make money in the casino, but this will be able to make our token very popular.



Now that we've told you the entertainment elements of the end user, you need to know that this 
life-oriented virtual world is also closely related to real-world business.

Although There are various forms of online revenue, such as advertising revenue from video apps and 
blogs, direct revenue from throwing money from distribution apps, sales revenue earned by companies 
and individuals on EC sites and auction sites, and investment revenue earned through the web, we also 
want to fit VUIL TOKEN to the various online businesses that are already in circulation.

For example, we will work on the development of payment tools in online shops, affiliate systems, and 
decentralized financial systems (DeFi) unique in the blockchain industry.

At DeFi, you can lend cryptocurrencies and earn investment returns in the form of you receiving 
interest as a lender or receiving your own tokens.

We will also be closely involved not only in these investment returns, but also in the business you do 
in the real world.

For example, if online shops using Shopify wants to receive a payment with VUIL TOKEN, if their shop 
owners introduce a plug-in that we will create and just enter to that system their Ethereum address, 
they  can introduce Etherless payment by VUIL TOKEN. This applies not only to Shopify, but also to 
other shopping platforms such as EC-CUBE. And customers will use them with Metamask.

Tool for business 



And, VuilderLand offer new format of the online profit for you.

For example, if a business community where you have has land in Vuilder Land, you can rent out part 
(or home) of your land to members of your community. This allows members to have a home in this 
virtual world and become part of your city.

If you, the leader of the city, land in the city, members will 
feel that they are in the same space as you.

That's not the only way to use them. 
Even if you don't provide the land to the members, you can 
invite the people who support you to your city and enjoy 
the conversation between the members,
then you will be able to get members to view the content
you publish.

There are various ways to communicate,
but I'm thinking of implementing a chat tool like Slack
in this world as well.
For example, you can put a screen of Youtube LIVE in the city
and you can interact with your members.



You can put a link to your shop site in the city and have them fly from the city to the shop, or it's easy 
to put your shop directly in the city. Vuilder Land also  have features like Shopify, and it acts as a 
platform for you to easily build shops inside and outside this world.

The shops created in VuilderLand will be decentralized and very easy to use.

In our idea, the shop operators don't have to pay any fees for the platform to sell anything. However, 
they will need to have some VUIL TOKEN when they set items there. If all the goods are sold or the 
shop is closed, they can part with tokens.



Lastly, I would like to introduce the wallet application "Virtual Wallet" that allows you to use each 
of that features introduced so far efficiently.

We have a vision to develop this as a native app, but we are developing this wallet as a Progressive 
Web Application (PWA) and have already released a beta version.

"Virtual Wallet" is compatible with not only VUIL TOKEN but also Bitcoin, Ether, Ripple, and ERC20, 
and we plan to increase the number of supported currencies in the future. And, of course, this 
wallet fully supports VUIL TOKEN's Etherless transfer. Also, the virtual world "Vuilder Land" 
mentioned above can be connected smoothly from this wallet (of course, you can play with Vuilder 
Land alone through Metamask). Users will use it to take advantage of DeFi, get paid for advertising, 
and at one point make it a door to the virtual world.

However, we only provide an entrance to the blockchain and cannot be involved in the laws of the 
country in which each individual resides.
For example, even in some countries where playing casinos on the blockchain is not allowed by law or 
buying tokens on the wallet, we have the working cost to scrutinize the laws of each country. I can't 
spend it, so I'm going to ask each individual to pay attention to it.

The next page briefly describes the features of Virtual Wallet that have already been published and 
will be published in the future.

Wallet application 



1. Wallet function
First of all, regarding the wallet function. You can now manage Bitcoin, Ether, Ripple, and all ERC20 
tokens. Of course, we plan to increase the types of currencies in the future.

2. Rewards function

Rewards function is a feature that users can receive rewards in currencies such as Ether by executing 
the propositions of an advertisements that published on the wallet(for example, free registration to 
a service or purchase of a product). (Published only in some countries)

3. Token sale function(unpublished)
If you use this wallet, you join the tokensale for VUIL TOKEN. It will be released after a while after 
the tokensale starts. (Scheduled to be released only to legally possible countries)

4.DEX / DeFi function(unpublished)
You can manage your assets by connecting to a decentralized exchange (DEX) and using the virtual 
currency trading function and DeFi function.

5. Connection to virtual world (unpublished)
In other words, you can play online games. Our goal is to create a virtual world where users can enjoy 
the same entertainment as the real world, such as shopping between users and various games.



Token supply and distribution rates
This section describes the number of issues and the distribution ratio. The total supply of tokens 
issued is 5000000000 VUIL, and this distribution rates is shown in the graph/table below.

token supply 5000000000VUIL
TokenSale 1500000000VUIL(30%)
Hold 1500000000VUIL(30%)
Use For BountyProgram 750000000VUIL(15%)
Releasing at DEX 750000000VUIL(15%)
Rewards For Developpers 500000000VUIL(10%)



TokenSale:                         These distributions will be released to the market by TokenSale.
                                           By releasing the token, the project will get the funding as Ether
                                           to develop and publish the project .
                                           Tokens that will be not released here will pass to releasing at DEX.

Hold:                                  Even developers can't withdraw a token for a year after it's released.
                                           After a one-year hold period, the tokens will be released to the market
                                           in some way.

Use for Bounty Programs: VUILÐERLAND will implement several reward programs.
                                           These tokens will be distributed as a reward on their projects.

Releasing at DEX:              These will be distributed to users who have lent tokens to DeFi
                                           developed by us or external organizations.

Rewards for developers:   Since the current development team is a group of volunteers,
                                           all members are currently participating in development without pay.
                                           Therefore, we will pay some bounties to developers and collaborators
                                           after the token sale ends.



Token sale

This token sale will be held to get us the development cost of "VUILÐERLAND project".

The sales will be opened 3 times, and the first sale that doubles as β test will be held in 2021.

When you send Ether to the VUIL TOKEN crowdsale address, tokens will be automatically sent to 
you. The minimum remittance amount is 0.01 ETH. We have developed correct smart contract for 
this token sale, so you can't have the trouble that you pay Ether but not getting the tokens 
distributed.

If you submit a purchase request from our official page and deposit into the VUIL TOKEN contract, 
the earlier the timing, the cheaper you can buy coins.

Also, in the middle of the sale, we will prepare a page for purchasing tokens in "Virtual Wallet".

The number of tokens released at the token sale is 30% of the amount of tokens issued. In addition, 
15000000 VUIL in the distribution for the bounty program will be used to reward businesses and 
individuals who help with this token sale campaign.
See the previous pages for how other tokens are used.

Token sale overview 



At the 2021 Token Sale, we will release one-third of all the tokens released for the Token Sale.
If we raise a maximum of 2,500 ETH, the sale will end immediately. See the table below for pricing 
and duration details.

Token sale details 

token amount
for this sale

500000000VUIL

max fundraised 
for this sale

2500ETH

periods distributions/1ETH

1st (4weeks) 2021/09/01 00:00 UTC ～
2021/09/28 23:59 UTC 240000VUIL (+20%)

2nd (6weeks) 2021/09/29 00:00 UTC ～
2021/11/10 23:59 UTC 230000VUIL (+15%)

2nd (6weeks) 2021/11/11 00:00 UTC ～
2021/12/21 23:59 UTC 220000VUIL (+10%)

4th (8weeks) 2021/12/22 00:00 UTC ～
2022/02/16 23:59 UTC 210000VUIL (+5%)



About Japanese law 

As long as we are based in Japan, we cannot escape from Japan's "Funds Settlement Law".

Here, we will explain our current legal position and what kind of application to make at what timing.

It is not necessary to talk about Japanese laws and regulations here, so please check other websites 
like this. → https://topcourt-law.com/virtual_currency/ico_regulations_financing

Generally, Japanse is free to issue tokens, but when they sell, they  need to qualify as a "virtual 
currency exchange company" in accordance with the "Funds Settlement Law". This is a qualification 
that is too hurdle for small start projects.

However, there are only a limited number of cases where this qualification is required. We do not 
need to qualify because we have uniquely designed our smart contracts so that only certain users 
can send tokens. This is a technical limitation to eliminate "customers unspecifiedness" which is an 
element that define crypto currency in Japanese "Virtual Currency Law".

In other words, Japanese users cannot make interpersonal remittances at the start of the first 
token sale.

The lifting of this restriction cannot be mentioned in this white paper as it breaks through this 
legal barrier, but it should not have any negative consequences for token users.

https://topcourt-law.com/virtual_currency/ico_regulations_financing


About authority 
We need to disclose who has what authority in conducting the sale.

First, in order not to violate Japanese law, we put technical restrictions on tokens so that only 
certain users can receive coins, so the owner account whitelists those particular users. Has the 
authority to manage. In addition, it has the authority to lift the restriction itself.

This restriction cannot be lifted as long as we sell tokens directly, but it has great implications for 
expanding the possibilities of tokens.

And the owner account has the right to update the contract. This is a very large authority, but we 
plan to permanently freeze the update function when it is determined that the update is 
unnecessary for contract updates.



Progress
By the way, all the things that have been developed, those that are under development, and those 
that are being planned are put together.

I have announced it as our suggestion,

Here we will tell you how much we have realized what we want to make.

See the list below.

・ Development of token contract: 100%
・ Development of VirtualWallet: 95% (on β test)
・ Development of XagentAPI: 20%
・ Development of VuilderLand contract: 10%

The APIs and virtual worlds that make it easy for you to use our programs are incomplete,

The development of the core smart contract (program of the blockchain part) has been completed, 
and after that we just do the work in the same way as general developers do general system 
development.



Roadmap
This section publishes our roadmap. This is the roadmap for achieving the minimum goal of 1000 
ETH. The more money is raised, the more engineers will be hired and the project will accelerate.

Sep.2021

start of Token sale

Oct.2021

start of multilingual support for Virtual Wallet

Feb.2022

end of Token sale

Dec.2022

start of Vuilder Land assets sale



Jan.2023

Token contract update to increase the liquidity of tokens with the Ether we raised

Jun.2023

XagentAPI release

Jan.2024

VuilderLand release

Because this may violate Japanese law, we cannot tell you the details of update to increase the 
liquidity of tokens. We will announce it after the sale is over. It will be enough to satisfy you.

*This schedule is just a plan and cannot guarantee the speed of the project.



Conclusion
Thank you very much for reading this far.

VUIL ÐERLAND is a very small startup team for developing Ethereum tokens / Ðapps. We do not have 
an accounting structures by humans and do all the work only on the blockchain except development.

The formal leader of this project is in Japan, and of course the leader is responsible for all troubles 
and may even talk at center stage. But in other situations, he just have an owner account and just 
are in a position to have the authority to distribute 10% of the tokens to the developers.

A decentralized system by a decentralized organization of rights. This is our ideal.

And we want to break the mundane form of billing services, and we want to that non-bitcoiners also 
experience to have  cryptocurrency easily with our systems that is good usability that makes it easy 
to transfer money.

We hope that each users in each countries to rebuild a new world, building on our policies and those 
of other organizations like us with continuing to break old habits of payments and  games that 
steals money from customers and low ranking companies for the big company's benefit.



This action will enable people all over the world to "play with funds, instead of charges".

We are certainly small, but we want to evolve step by step as cryptocurrencies grow and leave a new 
mark in these histories.

Thank you for reading this far.

Questions are accepted on Telegram, so please join the Telegram community.

LINK⇒VUILÐERLAND Telegram Community

https://t.me/joinchat/J5-zOw3nZgvRzx7lc_HELA


Core member
Hiroshi Nakashima

CEO/CTO。After graduating from Bunka Fashion College, he worked for a design company and an IT company, learning 

the basics of design and site management. He turned to a system engineer from 2015 and worked as an infrastructure 

engineer / server-side engineer. He had been working as a system administrator at the company he was enrolled in 

since 2017, but since 2018, he has traveled across development teams from several large companies to gain new 

experience. He then met blockchain and began developing Ethereum tokens on his own.

2018 "XIO project" started. The project was updated in line with the trends in the blockchain industry, and in 2021 the 

project was rebranded and started as "VUILÐERLAND".


